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captured Constantinople: it was only by a miracle, rendered
famous by Photius, that the 'God-guarded city' was saved
from this barbarian armada. Michael and Photius realized
forthwith that they must convert these new neighbours now
settled at Kiev, were it only to employ them against the
terrible Petchenegs. The Rhos accepted a bishop, but this
first planting of Christianity was suppressed. In 957 the
princess Olga visited the Byzantine Court: not only is this
visit a fact of history, but we still possess in the De Ceremoniis
the protocol which described the visit in full detail. Olga
was converted to Christianity. In 989 Vladimir, Olga's
successor, did not merely accept baptism for himself but
baptized his people; by imperial favour he and his people
became 'the first friends of the Basileus' and took the place of
the Chazars as the allies of Rome in the far East. Vladimir
had no cause to complain of his decision to reject both Islam
which forbade wine to its converts—'To drink is a joy for
the Russians and we cannot live without drinking'—and
Judaism, circumcised Jews, like the Mussulmans, being
dispersed throughout the world. The Russian Chronicle
further tells of an embassy of six boyars whom the Emperors
Basil and Constantine conducted to St. Sophia: 'We went to
Greece,' so runs the story, 'and we were led to the place where
they adore their gods and we knew not whether we were in
heaven or on earth, for on earth nowhere are there such
sights or such beauties/ On that day 'the third Rome' was
born.
THE BYZANTINE CHURCH AND THE ROMAN CHURCH
The conquest of Russia may be regarded as compensation
for the later breach with Rome. In the perspective of the
centuries this schism is the most important fact in the
external religious history of Byzantium. Since the period of
the Crusades it has influenced and still influences profoundly
the relations between the East and West: it has contributed
and still contributes to form the very ideas of 'East' and
'West'—the concepts of the 'Oriental' Christian and the
Christian of the Occident, of the 'Roman Catholic' on the one
hand and the 'Orthodox' or 'schismatic' on the other. The
dispute of the year 1054 determined the development of

